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Using molecular dynamics simulations and the embedded atom methodsEAMd potential we have investi-
gated the sputtered atom clusters produced by 15 keV xenon impacts on silver and 20 keV xenon impacts on
gold. Ejected clusters were simulated for long times, up to 0.01–1µs, in order to investigate the fragmentation
of nascent clusters. The size distributions of nascent and final clusters were calculated and fitted to an inverse
power law, resulting in exponents close to 2 and 3, depending on the range of the cluster sizes used. These
values are in agreement with other simulations and experiments. The results show that clusters are subject to
a dramatic breakup, which makes the size of the largest sputtered cluster go down by a factor of 2–4. Despite
this, the exponent in the power law does not change very much from the size distribution of nascent to that of
final clusters. Considering the uncertainties, the exponent of the final size distribution is 1.0–1.7 times the
exponent of the nascent size distribution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Atoms and atom aggregates—usually referred to as
clusters—are sputtered from the surface of a metal when it is
bombarded with energetic heavy ions. Sputtering has been
studied analytically and experimentally over the past four
decades.1 Early studies dealt mostly with charged clusters,
whereas the total amount of sputtered clusters—charged and
neutral ones—has been studied only during the last 10 years.
Since the fraction of clusters emitted in a charged state is an
a priori unknown quantity, nothing conclusive can be said
about, e.g., the total cluster size distribution from this part
alone.2

During the last decade the detection of neutral sputtered
clusters has become more efficient. Nowadays, a quite large
group of atoms can be identified. This is mainly due to the
technique ofsingle photon ionizationsSPId, which utilizes
ultraviolet sUVd and very ultravioletsVUV d laser light to
ionize neutral clusters shortly after ejection.2,3 Ideally, the
ionization is achieved by absorption of single photons.

Clusters containing about 500 to 10 000 atoms have been
detected in a recent transmission electron microscopysTEMd
study.4 In addition, clusters containing up to 60 atoms5 and
up to 200 atoms6 have been detected in SPI studies. In Refs.
5 and 6 post-acceleration was used to improve the detection
efficiency of large clusters, so theslarge-clusterd results
should be more reliable than the earlier ones.

There still seem to be some difficulties in obtaining the
size distribution of neutral clusters using the SPI technique.
These are mainly the cluster fragmentation induced by
photons,7 and the inherently lower detection efficiency of
large clusters, if post-acceleration or other corrections are not
carried out.5

Fits of the size distribution of clustersYsnd—wheren is
the number of atoms in the cluster—to an inverse power law
Ysnd=Y1n

−d—where Y1 and d are the fitting parameters—
have consistently returned exponentsd close to 2 or 3 in
recent experiments.4–6 The former value is in accordance
with analytical models,8,9 which predict an inverse power

law dependence with an exponent very close to 2. However,
it should be noted that these theories predict only the distri-
bution of nascentsor “newborn”d clusters—i.e., the clusters
existing shortly after ejection—whereas experiments deter-
mine the distribution offinal sor metastabled clusters, formed
by the breakup of nascent clusters. Combining this with the
fact that the fragmentation of nascent clusters can have quite
an important effect on the size distribution, it seems inappro-
priate to compare experimental results for the exponent to
those predicted by analytical theory, but this is nevertheless
usually done. Comparisons to analytical exponents should be
made using the size distribution of nascent clusters. How-
ever, it is not immediately obvious how the relevant mea-
surements could be carried out, at the rapid time scale of
cluster formation shortly after ion impact. It is much more
straightforward to obtain the size distribution of nascent
clusters using simulations. In order to verify the correctness
of the simulated results, the clusters should be simulated for
quite a long time so that also the distribution of final
clusters—or a reasonable estimate of it—can be obtained. A
favorable comparison between this distribution and the ex-
perimental distribution would then in optimal cases verify
the validity of the simulated nascent distribution.

In order to investigate how significant the effect of frag-
mentation is and how strongly it affects the value of the size
distribution exponent, we have carried out molecular dynam-
ics simulations of 15 keV xenon ions incident on silver and
20 keV xenon ions incident on gold. In the following section
we describe the simulations and the interatomic potentials,
and give a short overview of alternative techniques to obtain
the final or metastable clusters. Results for the total sputter-
ing yield, the fraction of atoms in large clusters, the inverse
power law exponents, and the temperature of nascent and
final silver clusters are then presented and discussed.

II. METHODS

A. Substrate and ion properties

Molecular dynamics simulationssMDSd were used to in-
vestigate the cascades produced by single-ion xenon irradia-
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tion of silver and golds001d surfaces. In this section we will
describe only the details of the MDS specific to this study. A
more extensive description of our MDS for investigation of
cascades can be found elsewhere.10

The initial energy of the impinging Xe ion was 15 keV for
impacts on Ag surfaces and 20 keV for Au. The bulk speci-
men consisted of 442334 and 443 unit cells for Ag, and 483

unit cells for Au. A grand total of 88 runs were completed for
the case of Xe on Ag, and 29 runs for Xe on Au.

Since ion channeling may lead to dramatic increases in
the ion range, and hence necessitate the use of very large
simulation cells with subsequent huge demands for compu-
tational time, impact angles which minimize channeling
were chosen. Combinations of polarsor tiltd angle u and
azimuthal sor twistd angle f used for the ions wereu=f
=45° for the Ag case andu=f=25° for Au. The angles for
Au were determined previouslyssee Table I in Ref. 11d using
MD range calculations.12 By a similar procedure we obtained
that u=45° andf=45° give a minimum average range for
Xe ions in Ag, namely about 40–50 Å.

A free s001d surface was created for each substrate using
nonperiodic boundary conditions in all three directionsx,y,
and z. In order to remove any unphysical cascade behavior
caused by the walls and the bottom of the simulation cell—
e.g., reflection of pressure waves generated by the cascade—
the techniques of atom fixing and temperature scaling were
employed. The scaling of temperature emulates the heat con-
duction into the surrounding bulk which takes place in ex-
perimental targets. In detail, atoms in a 5 Åthick layer at the
walls were fixed and Berendsen temperature scaling13 was
applied to atoms located 2a inward from the fixed region.
Here, a is the lattice parameter taken at the initial average
temperature of the bulk, 300 K. During the simulations pres-
sure waves were produced in an early stage of the cascade.
The waves propagated away from the cascade in all direc-
tions, but mainly toward the side walls of the bulk, where
they were somewhat reflected back from the temperature-
scaled region. However, the intensity of the reflected wave
was quite low, and was not observed to affect the cascade.
No obvious correlation between the sputtering yield and the
reflected weak pressure waves was observed.

The initial x and y coordinates of the incident ion were
selected according to a uniform distribution in the interval
f0,ag. This corresponds to a random point in one of the six
side planes of the face-centered-cubicsfccd conventional unit
cell. The initialz coordinate was chosen so that the distance
from the ion to the bulk was about equal to the cutoff radius
of the potential.

B. Interatomic potentials

Potentials based on the embedded atom methodsEAMd
by Foileset al.14 were used. Since in some studies it has been
found that the EAM potential overbinds small clusters and
thus discriminates against larger ones,15,16 we also tested an-
other potential, namely the molecular dynamics/Monte Carlo
corrected effective medium potentialsMD/MC-CEMd, origi-
nally developed by DePristoet al..17 The MD/MC-CEM po-
tential was chosen since it has been explicitly fitted to both
bulk solid and dimer properties.16,17

At small interatomic distances the EAM and MD/MC-
CEM potentials were smoothly joined to the universal, repul-
sive Ziegler-Biersack-LittmarksZBLd potential18 to realisti-
cally describe high-energy collisions and interaction of
atoms at small separations. Electronic stopping18 was applied
to all atoms having a kinetic energy larger than or equal to 5
eV.

The cutoff radius for the potentials was 5.55 ÅsEAMd
and 6.6 ÅsMD/MC-CEMd. The original potentials are con-
structed so that they go smoothly to zero when the cutoff
radius is approached from below.14,17In this study we did not
modify these cutoff distances.

The MD/MC-CEM melting temperature for Au,
1635±5 K, turned out to be quite high in comparison with
the empirical melting temperature 1337 KsRef. 19d, and that
given by the EAM potential, 1110±20 K. We obtained the
EAM and MD/MC-CEM melting temperatures by simulating
solid phase in contact with liquid phase at constant tempera-
ture, until only one of these phases remained. This was re-
peated for several different temperatures, and the type of the
final phase was noted. The starting temperature around
which the final phase changed from liquid to solid was con-
sidered to be the actual melting temperature.

It should be noted that it is not a given fact that the EAM
potentials give a good description of clusters, since they have
been mostly fitted to bulk properties.14 Although the binding
energies of small clustersscontaining less than about 10 at-
omsd predicted by the EAM potential are not exactly the
same as those obtained from experiments andab initio
calculations,16 the EAM potential still gives a fairly accurate
description of at least the melting and freezing of
clusters,20,21 and the ground state atomic configuration of
clusters.16

C. Simulation of ejected clusters

The evolution of the system was followed for times up to
50 ps for the gold cascades and up to 40–50 ps for the silver
cascades. Some of the silver cascades were simulated for
even longer times, in order to allow late clusters to be well
separated from the irradiated bulk surface.

After the cascade simulation ended, the substrate and
ejected clusters with a velocity component toward the sur-
face and/or less than about 10 Å from the substrate surface
were removed from the simulation cell. The remaining sput-
tered material was subjected to clustering analysis. The clus-
ter size distribution obtained from this analysis was called
the nascent size distribution.

The extracted material was simulated for long times, up to
1000 ns for Xe on Ag and between 500 and 8000 ps for Xe
on Au, slightly depending on the number of atoms in the
simulation. The run which was ended at 8000 ps showed a
cluster distribution stable for the last 1090 ps.

Most parameters in the cluster simulations retained their
values from the cascade simulations. Most notably, the non-
periodic boundary conditions were still enforced. However,
all parameters concerning temperature scaling and atom fix-
ing were removed. When these simulations ended, clustering
analysis was carried out again. The obtained size distribution
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was called thefinal size distribution.
It is a reasonable assumption that the cluster decay does

not continue for an unlimited time. On sufficiently large time
scales black-body radiation will cool down the clusters,
eventually to arbitrarily low temperaturessbut never reach-
ing exactly 0 Kd, which makes further fragmentation un-
likely. We make an order-of-magnitude estimate of this time
using the equation for black-body radiation,

−
1

4pR2

dE

dt
= sT4. s1d

HereR is the radius of the approximately spherical clus-
ters, dE=nMCvdT is the energy loss,n is the number of
atoms in the cluster,M is the atomic mass,Cv is the specific
heat capacity, andT is the internal temperature. Solving this
equation and calculating how long it takes for a cluster to
cool down from the boiling temperatureTb sTb is 2435 K for
Ag and 3129 K for Au, Ref. 19d to half of the melting tem-
peratureTm sTm is 1235 K for Ag and 1337 K for Aud—when
one can assume that the cluster has crystallized and decay is
highly unlikely—one obtainst,10 ms for both Ag and Au
for a typical cluster size ofn,100. This estimate is not
strongly dependent on the number of atomsn in the cluster
or the initial temperature. This simple calculation is valid as
an order-of-magnitude estimate. Experiments confirm that
hot metallic nanoparticles can indeed cool down by hundreds
of Kelvins on microsecond time scales.22,23

D. Alternative techniques to obtain final (or metastable)
clusters

There are two principal methods for obtaining the final
distribution of clusters. One widely used method is the so-
calleddissociation analysissDAd.15,16,24,25DA uses MDS to
create the nascent distribution of clusters. The internal en-
ergy of each cluster containingn atoms is compared to a list
of threshold energiesEth

sn,md corresponding to decay modesm,
in which a cluster containingn atoms decays into a pair of
clusters containingn−m atoms andm atoms. This reaction
can be shortly written assnd→ sn−md+smd. Depending on
the difference between internal energy and threshold energy
for fragmentation, the clusters are considered unstable or
smetadstable.

The threshold energies areEth
sn,md=Easn−md+Easmd

−Easnd, where Easnd is the atomization energy of the
n-cluster sa cluster containingn atomsd, i.e., the energy re-
quired to break the cluster into separate atoms. Forn,10 the
atomization energies are calculated using MDS, by heating
and cooling the clusters to get them into the configuration
corresponding to their minimum potential energy. For larger
values ofn this process is too cumbersome, so usually the
approximation

Easnd = Uss1 − cn−kd s2d

is used, where the constantsc andk are fitted to data, andUs
sthe sublimation energyd is obtained directly from the inter-
atomic potential. The functional form of Eq.s2d is based on
a liquid drop model.15,16,25

Usually Monte Carlo simulationssMCSd are employed in
conjunction with the above recipe for fragmentation. In this
case breakup rates are obtained from, e.g., the Rice-
Ramsperger-KasselsRRKd theory, which relates the internal
energy and the threshold energy for fragmentation to the
breakup rate.15 Unfortunately this type of calculation does
not in itself allow the breakup to be studied as a function of
time, unless some scheme which relates the time steps in the
MCS to physical time is used.

The following notes seem to be some of the most impor-
tant shortcomings of the dissociation analysis:sid There is no
direct link between the time steps in the calculation or the
Monte Carlo simulation and physical time;sii d the calcula-
tion to obtain the atomization energies is tedious and cum-
bersome for large clustersssay,n.10d; siii d it is not obvious
to what extent the atomization energy expression in Eq.s2d is
a good approximation.

The simulation studies of cluster fragmentation referenced
in this work sRefs. 15,16,24,25d have all been done using
dissociation analysis.

The second way to obtain the final distribution of clusters
is to carry out full MDS of the clusters until they become
stable for long times, or until the time reaches microscopic
scales, say severalµs. Using MDS the shortcomings of the
dissociation analysis can be circumvented, making the calcu-
lations straightforward.

III. RESULTS

A. Total yield

The total sputtering yields calculated from the simulation
data are displayed in Table I. The data tagged with the label
EAM are from the calculations using the EAM potentials,
whereas MD/MC-CEM refers to calculations with the cor-
rected effective medium potential. The total yield is defined
as the total number of sputtered atoms divided by the number
of impinging ions.

In the table, except for the cases tagged with the label
“all,” we have considered only those clusters that move away
from the irradiated surface. In these calculations all clusters
were considered, independent of their direction of motion.

If we assume that the clusters moving toward the surface
at the time of the final distribution do not fragment such that
they produce clusters moving in the reverse directionsto-
ward the detectord, then the amount of redeposited material
can be estimated from the nascent yield containing all clus-
ters, and the final yield. Using the numbers in the table, we
find that the amount of redeposited material is 1
−s129±14d / s143±17d=10±15% for 15 keV Xe on Ag and
5±24% for 20 keV Xe on Au. Considering the large uncer-
tainties, we can with confidence only state that the amount of
redeposited atoms is in the range 0–30 %.

B. Fraction of atoms in large clusters

The total sputter yieldY as well as the fractionf of atoms
in large clustersscontainingnù4 atomsd are plotted in Fig. 1
as a function of timesup to 50 psd for the case of 20 keV
xenon bombardment of gold. Here the yieldY is defined as
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the total number of sputtered atomsNsput divided by the
number of impinging ionsNions, Y=Nsput/Nions. The fraction
f is defined asf =N4/Nsput, whereN4 is the number of atoms
bound in clusters with sizesnù4. Note that in Fig. 1 the
average is shown for 20 simulations of a total of 29. In the
other runs the atomistic output was taken at different times,
making them unsuitable for this figure. The included runs
contain relatively many large clusters, which usually means a
larger amount of sputtered atoms per run. Due to this fact,
the average yield in Fig. 1sad is larger than that obtained
when all runs are included. From the figure, the yield at 50
ps is 113±25 for 20 runs, which is consistent with the value
82±15 in Table I for 29 runs, when considering the 1s un-
certainty.

As can be seen in Fig. 1sad, the number of sputtered atoms
seems to have attained its maximum value at about 20 ps
after ion impact. In partsbd of the figure, we see that the
fraction of atoms bound in large clusters increases dramati-
cally up to 10 ps, and essentially remains the same after that.

By visual inspection we observed that there is some
breakup of large clusters already during the cascade regime
sup to about 50 ps after ion impactd, see Fig. 2. The reason
why this is not apparent in Fig. 1sbd is that fragmentation is
accompanied by late emission of clusters, which supply new
clusters for those breaking up or falling back down onto the
surface. The breakup of clusters during the cascade became
clear only when the fraction of atoms in clusters with more
than 100 atoms was plotted.

In order to clarify the massive breakup of large clusters
that takes place after the nascent distribution has been ob-
tained, up to the time of the final distribution, the fraction of
atoms bound in large clusters moving away from the irradi-
ated surface has been calculated. The results are displayed in
Table II. Column 1 in the table shows the cluster size,
whereas columns 2 and 4 show results for the nascent distri-
bution, and columns 3 and 5 for the final distribution. For
example, take the line withN=20. For 15 keV Xe on Ag,
column 2 indicates that at the end of the cascade simulation
sthe time of the nascent size distributiond 30±5 % of all at-
oms are bound in clusters that contain 20 or more atoms.
Column 3 reveals that at 1000 nssthe time of the final size
distribution for 15 keV Xe on Agd only 1.5±0.7 % of all
atoms are bound in clusters containing 20 or more atoms.

An investigation of the numbers in Table II shows that
fractions taken for the final distributions are without excep-
tion clearly smaller than those taken for the nascent distribu-

tion. This consistency is a strong indication for extensive
breakup of large clusters.

C. Size distribution of clusters

The cluster size distribution data sn,Ysndd
;sn,Nsnd /Nionsd, whereNsnd is the number of clusters con-
taining n atoms andNions is the number of impinging ions,
have been fitted to the inverse power lawYsnd=Y1n

−d. Here
Ysnd is called the partial yield or alternatively the cluster
yield.

During the fitting procedure it became obvious that the
fitted exponentd depends strongly on the lower limit of the
data set. This is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, where exponents
d obtained for the data setsnùn1 sincluding data points with
Ysnd=0d with n1=1,2,…, are listed. In order to facilitate
comparison between Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the partial yieldsYsnd
have been normalized to the yield of monomers,Ys1d. Note
that the various curves have all been plotted fornù1 al-
though they are fitted to subsets of this interval.

It should be noted that for the sake of clarity in plotting,
the data for intermediate and large clusters have been
summed up in order to get rid of points with zero partial

TABLE I. Total sputtering yields. Superscripts1d refers to the
EAM potential, and superscripts2d to the MD/MC-CEM potential.
The label “all” means that all clusters have been considered, ignor-
ing their direction of motionsaway from or toward the surfaced. The
error is the standard deviation.

Ag 15 keV Xe Au 20 keV Xe

Nascents1d salld 143±17 82±15

Nascents1d 142±16 79±14

Finals1d 129±14 78±13

Nascents2d salld 32±7

FIG. 1. Total yieldsad, as well as the fraction of atoms in large
clusterssnù4d sbd, as a function of timesup to 50 psd, averaged
over 20 simulations of a total of 29, for 20 keV Xe on Au. The line
is intended as a guide for the eye. The error is the standard
deviation.
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yield in Figs. 3 and 4. Specifically, data points in the interval
nP fna,nbg were replaced by a single pointsn8 ,Y8d, where
n8=sna+nbd /2 andY8=fYsnad+¯ +Ysnbdg / snb−na+1d. We
emphasize that when fitting the data to the inverse power
law, we used the original data without any summing up. It
was checked that fits to the summed up data gave results for
d reasonably close to the above results.

From the curves in Fig. 3, it is clear that the inverse power
law is a good fit only for the datanù4. The fits to the silver

data35 behave in a similar manner, this can be concluded
from Fig. 4. The behavior is not as dramatic as for the gold
case, but can nonetheless be observed in partsbd of the fig-
ure, where the dimer point clearly deviates from the other
points.

In Table III we present the values of the exponentd ob-
tained from the best fits of cluster datasusually fornù4d to
the inverse power lawYsnd=Y1n

−d. In order to make our
results comparable to studies where all cluster data have

FIG. 2. Snapshots from a simulation of 20 keV Xe incident on Au. Displayed is a part of the sputtered material at times between 16 and
19 ps. The large continuous group in the lower part of the figures is the crater rim that has been formed on the surface by the impinging ion.
The labels A and B show clusters that are fragmenting, and C illustrates late sputteringsa cluster separating from the surface after the
displacement cascade has endedd.
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been used for the fitting, we also present exponents fitted to
all cluster sizessincluding monomersd. These values are la-
beled “nù1.”

We would like to stress that for the results in Table III and
in Figs. 3 and 4 only clusters moving away from the surface
have been considered. This makes the results directly com-
parable to those obtainable from experiments.

D. Temperature of nascent and final clusters

The internal temperatureTsn,td at a time t of a cluster
containingn atoms having the massesmi and the velocities
vistd is obtained from the equipartition theorem,

Eintsn,td = Kintshvij,nd + Ushr ij,nd + Easnd

=
1

2o
i=1

n

misvistd − vc.m.stdd2 + Ushr ij,nd + Easnd

= 3nkBTsn,td. s3d

HereEintsn,td is the internal energy of the cluster,Kint is
the internal kinetic energy,U is the potential energysU
,0d, and Ea is the atomization energy, i.e., −1 times the
energy of the ground state of the cluster. IfU=−Ea, i.e., the
configuration of the atoms corresponds to the ground state,
then the contributionU+Ea is zero, as should be expected. In
the equation,vc.m.std is the center-of-masssc.m.d velocity for
the cluster at timet. A liquid drop expansion was used to fit
the atomization energy calculated from simulations of
spherical clustersscompare with Sec. II Dd.

Sometimes the vibrational temperature is calculated in-
stead of the “total” temperature defined in Eq.s3d, then with
3n replaced by 3n−6, meaning that three degrees of freedom

sDOFd for the motion of the c.m. and three DOF for the
rotation of a nonlinear molecule have been subtractedsRef.
26, p. 361d.

The internal energies of nascent and final clusters result-
ing from the 15 keV Xe on Ag bombardment are displayed in
Fig. 5 scorresponding temperatures for 20 keV Xe on Au
were not calculated and will not be discussedd. Note that the
temperatures have been calculated for “large” clusters only,
containingnù4 atoms.

Using the fitting function Esnd=an−b we obtain a
=0.924±0.002 eV,b=5.38±0.08 eV for the nascent clusters
and a=0.51±0.02 eV,b=1.4±0.2 eV for the final clusters.
These fits and the graphs in Fig. 5 indicate that the tempera-
ture of the clusters to a good approximation is independent
of the cluster size. We estimate the average cluster tempera-
ture by first calculating the average temperatures of indi-
vidual clusters from Eq.s3d, and then taking the uncertainty
weighted average34,36 of these temperatures. Using synthetic
uncertainties 0.5Ti for temperaturesTi lacking an uncertainty,

TABLE II. Fraction of atoms in clusters with sizes larger thanN.
Data from all simulations have been used. Only clusters moving
away from the surface have been included. The error is the standard
deviation.

N

15 keV Xe on Ag 20 keV Xe on Au

Nascents%d Final s%d Nascents%d Final s%d

4 53±5 5.0±0.8 40±11 21±6

10 37±5 2.5±0.8 36±11 18±6

20 30±5 1.5±0.7 32±11 14±6

30 25±4 0.5±0.5 28±11 14±6

40 22±4 0.5±0.5 25±10 14±6

50 19±4 0.5±0.5 25±10 12±6

60 16±4 0 22±10 11±6

70 12±4 0 22±10 9±5

80 10±3 0 17±10 4±5

90 10±3 0 17±10 4±5

100 8±3 0 17±10 4±5

150 3±2 0 7±7 4±5

200 2±2 0 7±7 0

250 0 0 7±7 0

FIG. 3. Monomer-normalized size distributions ofsad nascent
and sbd final clusters for 20 keV Xe on Au fitted to the power law
Ysnd=Y1n

−d, using the data setsnùn1, n1=1,…,6. The largest clus-
ter detected containedN atoms. For the nascent clustersN=256,
and for the final clustersN=154. The error bars represent one stan-
dard deviation. The original data have been summed up in order to
remove points with zero yield. Note that the curves have been plot-
ted for nù1 although they are fitted to subsets of this interval.
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we obtain the temperatures 3026.20±0.03 K for nascent
clusters, and 1406±9 K for final clusters.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Total yield

As reported in Table I, the total sputtering yield for the
MD/MC-CEM potential is 32±7 based on 20 simulations of
20 keV Xe on Au. This can be compared with the EAM
value 82±15. Clearly, the agreement between these two po-
tentials is poor.

From our previous work we know that an accurate melt-
ing temperature is an important parameter in simulations of
surface-near cascades.27 Considering the different melting
temperatures for gold mentioned in Sec. II, 1635±5 K for
MD/MC-CEM, and 1110±20 K for EAM, one can calculate
that these values are 122.3% ±0.4%sMD/MC-CEMd and
83% ±1% sEAMd of the experimental value, 1337 K. Al-
though the difference between these two values concerning
the deviation from 1.000 is not that large, it is noteworthy
that the MD/MC-CEM potential presumably makes the sub-
strate less prone to melt locally, thereby somewhat suppress-
ing the thermal spike important in these kinds of cascade
simulations.

In general, our results of 129±14s15 keV Xe on Agd and
78±13 s20 keV Xe on Aud for the total sputtering yields are
quite different from the experimental ones, which are 20 for
15 keV Xe on Ag, and 26 for 20 keV Xe on AusRef. 28d.
This discrepancy is possibly best explained by the polycrys-
talline nature of the experimental samples.

Since the crystal planes and the channels in a polycrystal-
line sample are randomly oriented, some fraction of all im-
pinging ions are certainly going to be channeled away from
the surface. When this happens, the number of thermal
spikes created close to the surface is reduced, which in turn
decreases the amount of sputtered material. Experimentally it
is known that channeling can decrease sputtering yields by a
factor of 2–4sRef. 29d. Since we used optimal nonchannel-

TABLE III. Representative values for the inverse power law
exponentd for slarged clusters. The label “nù1” indicates that all
cluster sizessincluding monomersd were considered in the fit.

Ag 15 keV Xe Au 20 keV Xe

Nascent 2.5±0.1 1.8±0.4

Final 3.0±0.4 2.3±0.6

Nascent,nù1 2.06±0.02 2.84±0.06

Final, nù1 3.19±0.03 3.51±0.08

FIG. 4. As for Fig. 3, but for 15 keV Xe on Ag. For the nascent
clustersN=204, and for the final clustersN=58.

FIG. 5. Internal energy ofsad nascent andsbd final clusters as a
function of cluster sizen, with nù4. The error is the standard error.
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ing directions for the impinging ions in the present studyssee
Sec. IId, only the channeling concept itself may suffice to
explain the difference between our sputtering yields and the
experimental ones, at least for the case of 20 keV Xe on Au.

The discrepancy between experimental sputtering yields
and the present results can of course also be due to inaccu-
racies in the interatomic potential. We will not attempt to
review the advantages and disadvantages of the EAM for-
malism as compared to other models of atomic interaction in
metals here. Instead it may suffice to compare theoretical
ssimulatedd and experimentalsmeasuredd values for the most
relevant and important material parameters.

To simplify matters, one could consider only the follow-
ing physical quantities to be of significant importance in
simulations of surface-near cascades and ejection of atoms
and clusters: surface energy, surface binding energy, cohe-
sive energy, and melting temperature. If the potential predicts
too small values for one or several of these quantitiessas
compared to experimentsd then it seems likely that the for-
mation of a large, hot cascade and subsequent surface rupture
and ejection of material would occur too easily, resulting in
sputtering yields that are too large.

Concerning the surface energy, an average over thes001d,
s110d, and s111d faces of Ag and Au gives 56% and 60%,
respectively, of the experimental valuescalculated for liquid-
metal surfaces14d.

The surface binding energy equals the energy required to
remove an atom from the surface of a material. A common
approximation30 is to use the heat of sublimation, which
equals the heat required for a unit mass of material to change
from a solid to a gaseous state. Now, the EAM potentials for
Ag and Au are actually fitted to the sublimation energies,14

so simulations and experiments should be in good agreement
when it comes to surface binding energies.

The cohesive energy is defined as the minimum total po-
tential energy of an atomic system, divided by the number of
atoms. The cohesive energiesswhich are related to the sub-
limation energiesd are in close agreement with the experi-
mental ones. The ratio of simulated and experimentally mea-
sured values is 96.5% for Ag and 99.7% for AusRef. 19d, so
no significant inaccuracy should result from this parameter.

The melting temperature is 1150/1235=93%sRef. 19d
for Ag and 83% for Au, of the experimental value.

From this brief comparison between simulations and ex-
periments it appears that the smallness of the surface energy
is the worst deficiency of the potential in the present context.
A too low surface energy means that for a given amount of
energy and otherwise similar conditions, more surface area
can be created in simulations than in experiments. Since the
heat spike is directly responsible for some of the ejected
material, especially that which comes from loosely bound
fingerlike features near the surfacessee Fig. 2 and Ref. 31d, a
too low surface energy might well lead to enhanced sputter-
ing. Quantification of this effect would, however, require an
extensive, systematic comparison between sputtering yields
calculated for potentials with different surface energies, and
is beyond the scope of the present study. Hence we cannot at
this moment state with certainty whether the reason for the
apparent discrepancy in the simulated and experimentally
measured sputtering yields is due to the channeling-related

uncertainty mentioned above, or inaccuracies in the poten-
tial.

B. Fraction of atoms in large clusters

As stated in Sec. III B, we find that the breakup of large
clusters is significant. In order to further illustrate this, we
can, for example, take the simulation of 20 keV Xe on Au
that contained the largest cluster, consisting of 256 atoms. At
about 6000 ps this cluster had decayed into a 154-atom clus-
ter, 60% of the original size. For 15 keV Xe on Ag, one run
contained a large cluster with 198 atoms at the end of the
cascade, as well as four other clusters with 10 or more atoms.
At 1000 ns after the cascade had ended, only clusters with
nine atoms or less remained.

The largest nascent clusters that have been observed in
other simulation studies contained less than about 40 atoms
s0.25–5 keV Ar on Ag in Ref. 15d and less than about 10
atoms f0.5–5 keV Ar on Ag in Ref. 16; 2m keV Agm sm
=1,2,3d impacts on Ag in Ref. 25g. In some experimental
studies clusters up to 60 atomss15 keV Xe on Ag in Ref. 5d
and up to 200 atomss15 keV Xe on In in Ref. 6d have been
observed. Thus, our largest clusters—containing about 250
atoms for the nascent distribution and about 150 atoms for
the final distribution—are comparable to those in other simu-
lations and experiments.

C. Size distribution of clusters

1. Silver

The inverse power law exponents for the final size distri-
butions of 15 keV Xe impacts on Ag are 3.0±0.4 when using
nù4, and 3.19±0.03 when usingnù1, as indicated in Table
III. These results are in good agreement with the value 3.3
obtained by Staudtet al. in a study of 15 keV Xe impacts on
Ag sRef. 5d. The authors initially found an exponent of 3.7,
but it turned out that this value did not give enough weight to
the large clusters. To correct for this, the clusters were accel-
erated before entering the detector. This correction by post-
acceleration is founded on the observation that larger clusters
are less easily detected than smaller ones, due to their
smaller kinetic energy.5,6

The correction for detection probability of large clusters
turned out to have a more dramatic effect when it was ap-
plied to indium clusters produced by 15 keV xenon impacts.
In this case Staudtet al.6 obtained an exponent of 3.9, but
when taking the said correction into account this value de-
creased to 2.1. This resulted in two different fitting regimes,
namelynP f1,20g andnP f20,100g. The exponent value 3.9
belongs to the former interval, whereas the value 2.1 applies
to the latter interval.

The exponents for the nascent size distributions of 15 keV
Xe impacts on Ag are 2.5±0.1 when usingnù6, and
2.06±0.02 when usingnù1, as indicated in Table III. The
former value is in reasonable agreement with the results from
other simulations, most notably the resultd=2.9 obtained for
5 keV Ar impacts on Ags111d surface by Wucher15 susing
the EAM potentiald and for 6 keV Ag3 impacts on Ags111d
by Lindenblattet al.25 susing the MD/MC-CEM potentiald.
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2. Gold

The inverse power law exponents for the final size distri-
butions of 20 keV Xe impacts on Au are 2.3±0.6 when using
nù5, and 3.51±0.08 when usingnù1, as indicated in Table
III. The value for large clusters is in good agreement with
that obtained by Rehnet al. for 400–500 keV Ne, Ar, Kr, Au
impacts on AusRef. 4d. In this experiment an exponent of
2.00±0.05 was found. Contrary to the studies referenced
above, this study utilized transmission electron microscopy
sTEMd to detect the clusters and establish their size distribu-
tion, thereby circumventing the possible complications inher-
ent in the single-photon ionization technique3,7 ssee Sec.
II D d.

The exponents for the nascent size distributions of 20 keV
Xe impacts on Au are 1.8±0.4 when usingnù4, and
2.84±0.06 when usingnù1, as indicated in Table III. The
value for large clusters is in good agreement with the results
obtained by Kissel and Urbassek32 in a molecular dynamics
study of 100 keV Au incident on spherical Au clusters having
a radius of about 40 Å. The authors found a power law
exponent of 2.3 at 20 ps after ion impact. The exponent value
showed a slight increase amounting to 5% when the time
was extended to 30–100 ps, which gives a rough value of
d=2.4.

3. Fitting range

We would like to stress the importance of the lower limit
of cluster sizes when fitting the size distribution to the in-
verse power law. It was pointed out in Sec. III C that the
fitting range can have quite a significant effect on the value
of the exponent. This sensitivity seems to be due to the fact
that the dimer yield tends to be “too large” as compared to
the monomer and trimer yields, as observed in our simula-
tions and in experiments5 carried out for 15 keV Xe impacts
on Ag. However, the dimer contribution to the size distribu-
tion of final clusters does not show any pronounced deviation
in the MD/MC-CEM simulation studies by Wucheret al.16

of Ar impacts on Ag s111d and Lindenblattet al.25 of
Agm sm=1,2,3d impacts on Ags111d. Also, the experimen-
tal results2 quoted in Ref. 16 do actually suffer from a similar
overproduction of dimers: the dimer yield deviates clearly
from that of monomers and trimers.

These observations raise the question if it is correct to
consider the cluster size distribution being well approxi-
mated by a power law. After all, if the data for small clusters
ssay, those containing less than four atomsd are consistently
in conflict with the power law model based on data for large
clusters, then the true model expression cannot be a power
law.

In several studies4,6,15 the shock-wave model for cluster
sputtering developed by Bitensky and Parilis8 is preferred
over the thermodynamical model of Urbassek9 when it
comes to explaining the observed dependence of the partial
yield Ysnd on the cluster sizen. The former model predicts
an asymptotical power law dependenceYsnd=Y1n

−d with d
=5/3<1.7 or d=7/3<2.3, i.e.,d,2. A similar asymptoti-
cal behavior is observed in our results. Therefore, instead of
inventing a new model we consider our results being well

modeled by an inverse power law, that holds in an asymp-
totical sense.

4. Nascent versus final exponents

Since in most simulation studies and experiments refer-
enced here the largest cluster contains of the order of 100
atomsand the fitting of data to an inverse power law usually
makes use of all clusters—even the sometimes dominating
monomer and dimer contributions—it seems appropriate to
ask whether the result for the power law exponent obtained
from these size distributions really can be compared to the
analytical prediction.

A study which is not limited in this respect is that by Rehn
et al.,4 where clusters with more than 500 atoms were ob-
served. As mentioned previously, an exponent ofd=2 was
obtained in this case, and thus seems to provide compelling
evidence for the Bitensky-Parilis shock wave model. How-
ever, this result is for thefinal size distribution, established
when the clusters had traveled about 30µm from the irradi-
ated target. The Bitensky-Parilis model applies only to the
nascentclusters, since the model does not describe the frag-
mentation of clusters that takes place when they move from
the irradiated surface to the detector.

From Table III it seems that thesrepresentatived values of
the exponentsd1 and d2 for the size distribution of nascent
and final clusters, respectively, are relatively close to each
other. A calculation shows that the ratior ;d2/d1 is 1.2±0.2
for 15 keV Xe on Ag, and 1.3±0.4 for 20 keV Xe on Au.
Similar findings of 1.3 and 1.4 when using the EAM poten-
tial, and 1.2 when using the MD/MC-CEM potentialserror
limits unknownd have been obtained in simulation
studies.15,16

Assuming that these ratios have a real physical basis and
are transferable to other ion and substrate types, one can
estimate that the nascent exponent in the experiment by Rehn
et al.4 should bed1=d2/ r =2.0/r =1.5–1.7, takingr to be
between 1.2 and 1.3. The value of 1.7 actually coincides with
the lower valued1=5/3<1.7 mentioned by Bitensky and
Parilis.8 Similarly, one obtainsd1=d2/ r =2.1/r =1.6–1.8 for
the experimental resultd2=2.1 obtained by Staudt and
Wucher6 when bombarding In with 15 keV Xe, for clusters
in the rangenP f20,100g.

From the present results it appears that although the frag-
mentation of nascent clusters causes the inverse power law
exponent to grow, this change does not need to be very dra-
matic. Considering the valuesr =1.2±0.2 for 15 keV Xe on
Ag andr =1.3±0.4 for 20 keV Xe on Au found in the present
study, the growthd1⇒d2; rd1 may be limited by a factor of
1.0, r ø1.7, considering the uncertainties.

D. Temperature of nascent and final clusters

For 15 keV Xe on Ag it was observed that the tempera-
tures of nascent and final clusters were more or less indepen-
dent of cluster size. Average temperatures of
3026.20±0.03 K and 1406±9 K were estimated for nascent
and final clusters, respectively. A fit of the internal energies
to the expressionEintsnd=an−b gave a=0.924±0.002 eV,
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b=5.38±0.08 eV anda=0.51±0.02 eV,b=1.4±0.2 eV for
nascent and final silver clusters, respectively.

Similar results of approximately size-independent cluster
temperatures have been found in other studies15,16,25,33ssimu-
lations and experimentsd, but for cluster sizesn&10. The
present results extend the size-independence of cluster tem-
peratures to clusters of sizesn.200 for nascent clusters and
n.60 for final clusters.

In other simulation studies of the bombardment of Ag
surfaces different parameter values for the size dependence
of the internal energyEintsnd=an−b of clusters containingn
atoms have been found. Wucher15 has investigated 0.25–5
keV Ar impacts on Ags111d using the EAM potential, and
obtainedEintsnd=1.54n−1.65 eV,nø13, for nascent clusters
ssupposedly for 5 keV ionsd. In a later study of 0.5–5 keV Ar
impacts on Ag s111d using the MD/MC-CEM potential,
Wucher and Garrison16 found thatEintsnd=1.40n−1.86 eV,
nø10 smostly for 5 keV ionsd. In a study of 2m keV Agm
swith m=1,2,3d impacts on Ags111d using the MD/MC-
CEM potential, Lindenblattet al.25 obtained approximately
Eintsnd=1.57n−2.54 eVsnø7d for clusters produced by 2
keV Ag ions, Eintsnd=1.25n−1.80 eVsnø10d for clusters
produced by 4 keV Ag2 ions, and Eintsnd=1.10n
−1.46 eVsnø10d for clusters produced by 6 keV Ag3 ions.

This review of earlier results indicates that the prefactora
in the equationEintsnd=an−b is reduced when the kinetic
energy of the projectile is increased. In summary, our value
a=0.924 for 15 keV ions is in line with the valuesa
=1.10–1.57 obtained for lower energy ionss2–6 keVd.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have obtained the size distribution of nascent and final
clusters from sputtering simulations of 15 keV Xe on Ag and
20 keV Xe on Au. Fits to an inverse power law resulted in
exponents that are in good agreement with those obtained
from other studies. We have shown that the choice of fitting
range can have a large impact on the exponent, since espe-
cially the dimer and trimer partial yields can deviate from a
simple power law. For the particular cases of heavy ion irra-
diation of silver and gold studied here, the results show that
clusters are subject to massive breakups, which reduce the
size of the largest cluster by a factor of 2–4 when comparing
nascent and final clusters. Nevertheless, the exponentd in the
size distributionYsnd=Y1n

−d of sputtered clusters is nearly
the same for nascent and final clusters. Considering the un-
certainties, the increase is limited to a factor of 1.0–1.7.
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